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Abstract. Technical debt represents the situation in a project where developers
accept compromises in one dimension of a system in order to meet urgent
demands in other dimensions. These compromises incur a “debt”, on which
“interest” has to be paid to maintain the long-term health of the project. One of
the elements of technical debt is documentation debt due to under-documenta-
tion of the evolving system. In this exploratory study, our goal is to examine the
different aspects of developers’ motivation to document code. Specifically, we
aim to identify the motivating and hindering aspects of documentation as per-
ceived by the developers. The motivating aspects of code documenting we find
include improving code comprehensibility, order, and quality. The hindering
aspects include developers’ perception of documenting as a tedious, difficult,
and time consuming task that interrupts the coding process. These findings may
serve as a basis for developing guidelines toward improving documentation
practices and encouraging developers to document their code thus reducing
documentation debt.
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1 Introduction

Technical debt is a metaphor describing a situation where long-term code quality is
traded for short-term gain, creating future pressure to remediate the expedient [2].
Some technical-debt inducing elements are code-related and some are not. Docu-
mentation debt [15] is one of the elements of technical debt; this form of debt occurs
when software products lack the necessary internal documentation. A detailed review
of technical debt and documentation debt can be found at [11].

Documentation contributes to understanding of [4], and communicating about, the
software system, thus making it more maintainable. Maintenance is known to be a
substantial, as well as the most expensive, part in the software lifecycle [9]. Lacking
and outdated documentation is one of the main causes of the high cost of software
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maintenance [8]; in other words, inappropriate documentation creates a technical debt
to be redeemed, with interest, in the maintenance phase.

Despite the importance of code documentation, studies show that code comments
are often neglected relatively to code development [6]. There may be several reasons
for this phenomenon: external, referring to the work environment, and internal,
referring to the programmers themselves. For instance, an external reason could be that
practitioners often work under very strict deadlines and therefore choose to leave the
documentation behind, and an internal reason, that documenting is not perceived a
creative activity, thus developers prefer solving algorithmic problems over writing
documentation [2]. An additional internal reason related to developers’ lack of moti-
vation to document is that not documenting behavior in some cases may promote job
security [5].

The internal explanations may indicate that there are additional motivation-related
factors that cause developers’ reluctance to document their code. Therefore, we believe
that it is important to investigate these factors further, as it will allow proposing
effective solutions for encouraging documentation. This research aims to explore and
better understand developers’ motivation for code documenting. Specifically, our
research question is: “What are the motivating and the hindering aspects that can
influence developers’ code documenting behavior?”

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents related works with
regard to different aspects of documentation; Sect. 3 focuses on the research method of
our ongoing research, with the preliminary findings presented in Sect. 4. We discuss
these findings and our future research directions in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Software documentation refers to several types of documents, which accompany the
development process; for example, documents describing requirements, design,
marketing demands, end-user manuals, and technical documentation. The latter is
documentation of code, algorithms, and interfaces, which is very important for
understanding software programs [14].

Code is not documented enough in practice, despite the high, agreed upon,
importance of code documentation, and specifically software engineers’ understanding
of its importance [14]. Moreover, the growth rate of code tends to be much higher than
the growth rate of comments, because developers’ tendency to neglect documenting
newly added code [6].

In agile development, face-to-face conversations are considered the most efficient
and effective method of conveying information and documentation is often paid less
attention. However, over half of the developers in agile development teams find doc-
umentation to be important or even very important while, at the same time, too little
documentation is available in their projects [12].

One of the reasons for the scarcity of documentation seems to be the lack of
developers’ motivation to document their code. The Fogg Behavior Model (FBM) [7]
suggests that behavior depends on the following three factors: motivation, ability, and
triggers, each of which has several subcomponents. The motivation factor consists of
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three core motivators, each of which having two sides: pleasure vs. pain, hope vs. fear
and social acceptance vs. rejection. In our ongoing research, we aim to address
the three factors of FBM. The current paper is a starting point, in which we focus on the
motivation factor. To encourage documentation, a triggering environment has to be
devised, in which developers’ motivation will be channeled toward enhanced docu-
mentation. In addition, the devised environment should also boost developers’ ability
to document in an efficient and informative manner.

Several research works have focused on investigating motivating and de-motivating
aspects in software engineering in general. Two of the main models that refer to
software developers’ motivation are the job characteristics model, and the model of
task design [10]. These models examine the motivation for the software development
profession as a whole [1]. However, as far as we know, no such model was proposed in
the context of code documentation, despite the evidence for its importance on the one
hand, and the relatively little attention it receives in practice on the other hand.

3 Method

The goal of this study is to explore and better understand what influences developers’
motivation for code documenting. Data collection and analysis were performed using
qualitative research methods based on the grounded theory research principles [13].

The research consists of three stages, planned according to its exploratory nature.
First, in order to gain an initial understanding of the problem, we conducted five in-
depth interviews. Second, based on the results of the interviews, we developed a pilot
questionnaire and distributed it among ten additional participants. Third, yet to be
accomplished, stage, is a refinement of the questionnaire toward large-scale distribu-
tion. The results reported here are based on the preliminary findings obtained in the first
two stages.

The participants of the study were software developers with various seniority
levels, with at least two years of development experience, employed in different
software firms. We interviewed five software developers (three women and two men).
We used semi-structured interviews, which consisted of predefined open questions, and
also allowed time for free discussion. The interviews, as well as the later constructed
questionnaire, consisted of two types of questions: open-ended questions regarding
motivation to document and background questions. Ten developers (two women and
eight men), with an average experience of about 7 years, filled in the pilot question-
naire. The data elicited were inductively analyzed, classifying answers to emergent
categories in the investigated topics: motivating and hindering aspects of
documentation.

4 Findings

Table 1 describes categories that emerged from the analysis of the answers regarding
the motivating aspects of code documenting. Specifically, we asked: “What do you
enjoy when documenting your code?”
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Three participants did not provide any motivating aspects of documentation. One
jokingly answered: “the suffering,” another asked with wonder: “enjoy?” and the third
replied: “Odd question… nothing. It’s part of the job.”

In order to identify the hindering aspects of documenting, we asked the partici-
pants: “What don’t you enjoy when documenting your code?” The categories that
emerged from the analysis of the answers are presented in Table 2.

In addition, we wanted to check whether peer or management feedback and
company policy play a role in developers’ motivation to document. For this purpose,
we asked the participants whether they recalled receiving positive or negative feed-
backs regarding documentation on code they had developed, or general instructions
regarding documentation.

Table 1. Categories of motivating aspects of documentation

Category Example

Increases code
comprehensibility

“Documenting the code helps me to better understand my own
work.”

“Makes it [the code] more readable, easier to understand later on for
me and for other people that look at the code.”

“It’s useful when the code is complex and there is no good
refactoring. When going over the code, it [documentation] helps
to remember.”

Increases order “It helps to keep things in order.”
“Adds more structure to the code.”

Increases code quality “It [Documenting] helps to organize my thoughts. I find that this
[practice] is directly related to TDD- if you write comments prior
to the coding [instead of the tests as in TDD] before the code, it
helps to develop better code”.

“Good documentation shows that your work was done perfectly.”

Table 2. Categories of hindering aspects of documentation

Category Example

Tedious task “To explain complicated issues - why this was done in a particular way.”
“To explain what each parameter does.”
“This [documentation] is no fun, because I solved the problem already.”

Difficult task “ To be formal”,
“Sometimes it [documenting] is difficult, because I do not know how to
explain the change. For example, I entered a fix reusing a feature that
worked in a different place in the code.”

Interruption of
coding

“Breaks the continuity of coding;”
“Documenting is difficult to do retroactively, after you had written
the method, because you think it is self-explanatory and that it is quite
obvious how it works.”

Time constraints “It [documentation] takes time.”
“When I have a tight deadline, documenting is left behind.”
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Four out of the ten questionnaire respondents replied that they had never received
any feedback on their documentation when participating in code reviews. The other six
participants recalled receiving positive feedbacks to documentation on the code they
had developed. For example: “Yes, [I was told] that it helped them [the colleagues] to
understand my code.” Only two participants recalled receiving negative feedbacks on
their documentation, for example, that the documentation was not detailed enough.

All ten participants answered that that their company does not have a strict policy
regarding documentation, and one respondent mentioned an informal policy: “We [the
developers] are advised to document our code and our manager reminds us about it.”
One of the developers stated that in his opinion, “being forced” to document by
company policy would not be effective. “Most of the developers are creative people
and do not like being told how to do their job”. These results further emphasize the
need to focus on internal motivation of developers in order to encourage them to
document, which may be more effective than external ones.

5 Discussion and Future Work

Our study aimed to identify the aspects that influence developers’ motivation to doc-
ument, as a first step toward meeting the objective of our ongoing research to increase
developers’ motivation and performance of documentation activities. The results of this
study indicate that developers are often aware of the importance of documentation,
which corresponds with previous findings [14]. However, commensurate with other
previous studies, code documentation is often overlooked in practice [6].

We found that developers’ reluctance to document is related to their perception of
the task of documenting as tedious, difficult and distracting from the main task of
coding as well as being time consuming; however, most of them could find motivating
aspects as well. Accordingly, we contend that emphasizing the motivating aspects of
documentation tasks, for example the documentation contribution of the developers’
understanding and promoting the quality of their own code, and masking the hindering
aspects thereof, for example by making this a less tedious task, would allow devising a
solution that would increase developers’ motivation to document.

These findings should be carefully considered, given the limitations of the study.
For example, our findings indicate that a motivating aspect of code documentation is
improving code comprehensibility. In this context, it is worth mentioning that the fact
that documentation promotes code understanding may also serve as a de-motivator to
documentation, for example, when producing unclear code promotes job security [5].
Noteworthy, this de-motivating reason did not appear in our findings. The absence of
evidence regarding such de-motivating reasons could indicate either that our partici-
pants do not subscribe to these reasons, or it could possibly reflect responders’ strategy
to withhold such ‘selfish’ reasons, a limitation rooted in our use of self-reporting
methods for data collection.

As for hindering aspects of documenting, the participants stated that they do not
enjoy the writing process itself, and that code documenting breaks the continuity of
coding. Moreover, code documenting requires time, which is often a scarce resource in
developers’ daily work. Time constraints were mentioned as a hindering aspect of
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documentation; however, the presence of this aspect in the interviews and question-
naires was not as dominant as we had expected. This may indicate that the lack of
documentation in practice is mainly a result of developers’ perception of this task as not
enjoyable, rather than it being time consuming, as perhaps is commonly believed.

The results confirm that currently there is a lack of motivation among developers to
document. Recall that motivation is a key factor upon which behavior is dependent
according to the FBM model [7]. Thus, we believe that our findings are an important
step in order to develop a solution that will encourage developers to document their
code.

This study has several limitations. First, our sample consists of Israeli participants
only. It is possible that cultural factors are related to motivational issues, and this study
has to be replicated on populations from different cultures. The full-scale survey will
focus on recruiting a large number of participants from different parts of the globe and
from different cultures. Second, our data gathering tools were interviews and ques-
tionnaires, and relied on self-reports of the participants; the data may therefore reflect
self-serving bias, to some extent.

In the next step of the research, we plan to distribute a survey for further validation
and extension of our findings. Subsequently, a solution will be sought using motiva-
tions theories for increasing developers’ motivation to document their code.
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